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Welcome!
Yet another busy month for
the team at Words Worth
Reading! We have been very
busy researching the best way
to improve our services for
you and have come up with
some fantastic new offers and
deals!

visiting WordsWorthR.
Find us on Facebook, My Space
and get in touch using the
forum that can be reached
through the website:
www.wordsworthreading.co.uk

Help is at hand!

Poetry Competition

Big Event?
Words Worth Reading are now
offering new Speech and Script
writing services! Whether you’re
a guest speaker at an event,
Bridegroom, or, in fact, Bride,
Words Worth Reading is on hand
to help you with that perfect
speech.
Our Script writing service will
allow you to ensure that the
style, layout and content of your
work gives you every opportunity
to make that all important
breakthrough. We can even offer
support with submitting your
work to agents!

Many of you have put pen to
paper recently for the Words
Worth Reading Valentine’s Poetry
Competition. With a generous
prize of a romantic Champagne
and chocolate hamper it’s not
surprising that so many of you
took part. The winning poem
below was written by Pam Cersae
Love in Poetry
Shakespeare chose comparison
McGough, rhyming lines
Duffy edged for contemporary
slang
Byron, traditional lines.
But for me the beauty of poetry
lies in truth,
In silent observation
In honest eyes.
And so inadvertently and
unapologetically
I witness all that you are;
For in you, the colour of poetry
lies.

Contact Us:
If you wish to find out more
about the services we offer or
want to get in touch with us
about anything then please do
not hesitate to contact us in any
of the following ways:
 Email:
enquiries@wordsworthreadin
g.co.uk
 Tel:
01245 707580

 Fax:
01245 707401

Taking Over the World!
Words Worth Reading has
become more interactive than
ever before. We now have
YouTube! Follow us on Twitter by

The team are preparing for an
influx of student essays and
dissertations.
With
offers
allowing students to submit an
entire terms worth of essays,
from just £60, they are expecting
a record number submissions.
Words Worth Reading have spent
a considerable amount of time
this month adding to the bank of
knowledge and support available
for free through their website. If
you’re looking for support finding
a job, writing an essay or book, of
even after advice on how to
present your work to publishers
then Words Worth Reading has a
wealth of information and articles
to help you on your way. Just
look at the Resources section on
the website.

The rest of the finalists poems are
on the forum which can be
reached via our website at
www.wordsworthreading.co.uk
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